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Abstract
Background: Modeling survival oncological data has become a major challenge as the increase in the amount of
molecular information nowadays available means that the number of features greatly exceeds the number of
observations. One possible solution to cope with this dimensionality problem is the use of additional constraints in
the cost function optimization. LASSO and other sparsity methods have thus already been successfully applied with
such idea. Although this leads to more interpretable models, these methods still do not fully profit from the relations
between the features, specially when these can be represented through graphs. We propose DEGREECOX, a method
that applies network-based regularizers to infer Cox proportional hazard models, when the features are genes and the
outcome is patient survival. In particular, we propose to use network centrality measures to constrain the model in
terms of significant genes.
Results: We applied DEGREECOX to three datasets of ovarian cancer carcinoma and tested several centrality measures
such as weighted degree, betweenness and closeness centrality. The a priori network information was retrieved from
Gene Co-Expression Networks and Gene Functional Maps. When compared with RIDGE and LASSO, DEGREECOX shows
an improvement in the classification of high and low risk patients in a par with NET-COX. The use of network
information is especially relevant with datasets that are not easily separated. In terms of RMSE and C-index,
DEGREECOX gives results that are similar to those of the best performing methods, in a few cases slightly better.
Conclusions: Network-based regularization seems a promising framework to deal with the dimensionality problem.
The centrality metrics proposed can be easily expanded to accommodate other topological properties of different
biological networks.
Keywords: Regularization, Cox proportional models, Network metrics
Background
Precision medicine shows the promise of additional effi-
cacy by bringing more information into the diagnosis pro-
cess. It is, however, highly dependent on rapid advances
in science and technology as data analysis and knowl-
edge discovery techniques are indeed struggling to keep
pace with the challenges related to what computer sci-
entists have called big data [1]. In this regard, dealing
with the high-dimensionality of patients’ data represents
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a largely unsolved problem, especially when the num-
ber of features or covariates involved, such as related
to molecular data (which can easily reach tens of thou-
sands), greatly outnumbers the observations (typically in
the hundreds). This fact severely hampers the modeling
task, usually leading to a degradation in the classifier accu-
racy and a greater difficulty in extracting knowledge from
data [2, 3]. Furthermore, datasets suffering from this curse
of dimensionality often lead to over-fitted models which,
although they represent the training data, exhibit a sig-
nificant decrease in their accuracy on new observations
[4]. This problem may persist even when feature selection
and validation schemes are used. One possible solution to
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tackle this problem is to impose further constraints on the
solution space. This can be accomplished through regular-
ization methods, that penalize more complex structures
of the solution space. The goal is to penalize the cost func-
tion (e.g. quadratic error, log-likelihood) with additional
functions in order to impose a structure on the parameter
space.
For linear regression, a regularization method that is
widely used is LASSO - Least Absolute Shrinkage and
Selection Operator [5], which penalizes the error function
with the L1 norm of the regression parameters, leading
to a sparse solution. Other possible regularizers include
feature or group sparsity, smoothness of the features’ coef-
ficients, or a graph representing how the features are
connected [5–11].
These techniques have led to models that are par-
tially capable of dealing with the dimensionality prob-
lem and, additionally, are able to improve model
interpretability [12–14].
In this context, survival analysis in oncology research
represents one of the most challenging areas of applica-
tion, with the recent development of public databases such
as TCGA - The Cancer Genome Atlas [15]. Survival anal-
ysis involves modeling the time to an event of interest, by
uncovering relationships between the given covariates and
time distributions [16], and allowing for censored obser-
vations (for which the event does not occur). The Cox
proportional hazard model [16] is used to model these
relationships and has been widely applied in this con-
text. However, it also exhibits problems for datasets with
more covariates than observations. For example, using
genomic data to determine the relationship of the expres-
sion levels of thousands of genes to a death event leads
to an under-determined problem that can have multiple
solutions.
Recent efforts to combine Cox modeling with regular-
ization techniques have already shown promising results
[11, 17, 18]. In particular, sparse models have been devel-
oped to identify a small set of gene signatures related to
high or low risk patients. Furthermore, the predictability
of the model was tested with datasets from five geograph-
ically distant populations [17]. Cox regularized models
have also been used to predict a patient’s risk of con-
version from a mild cognitive impairment to Alzheimer’s
disease [18].
Besides these sparsity methods, other techniques tried
to embed network-based regularizers, following work on
group sparsity [19]. When the features can be connected
through a graph, one can further explore this struc-
ture in order to improve the models. One example is to
impose smoothness on the parameters associated with
connected features (in the network). This technique pro-
vided good results for modeling survival of ovarian cancer
patients where the features correspond to gene expression
data [14]. Since there is an underlying structure on the
gene feature space given by the patterns of co-expression,
these correlations can be applied as constraints to the
Cox proportional hazards model. Although the results
are promising, there are still few studies that fully explore
the network properties of the feature space beyond this
connectivity.
In this context, we propose and explore a novel network-
degree-constraint Cox proportional hazard model, that
we called DEGREECOX, which uses a priori knowledge to
leverage the correlation or functional information present
in gene expression data. In this survival model, a graph
degree constraint is introduced that expresses the impor-
tance of a gene by how highly connected it is in the overall
network.
We applied DEGREECOX to identify gene expression
signatures associated with survival of ovarian carcinoma
patients. This type of cancer is the fifth-leading cause
of cancer death in US women [20]. DEGREECOX was
applied to three large-scale ovarian cancer gene expres-
sion datasets [20–22] to predict a patient’s risk and to
identify genes associated to death events. We compared
DEGREECOX with similar methods such as NET-COX [14]
and elastic net [6]. Our results show that using vertex
degree can improve the model in terms of its generaliza-
tion capability.
The code to reproduce the results is available at http://
sels.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/gitlab/averissimo/degree-cox.
Methods
The proposed method DEGREECOX is based on applying
network-based regularizers in Cox proportional hazards
model estimation. This section will overview several reg-
ularizers based on centrality measures of a network and
will briefly describe which networks can be applied in
the context of gene expression data. Survival models and
regularization in the context of Cox regression are then
overviewed.
Network centrality metrics
A biological network is represented as a graph G :=
(V ,E), with V denoting the set of vertices, or nodes, and
E the set of edges. In the present context of gene net-
works, G represents the co-expression or functional map
network where the vertices are P genes, with P := |V |, and
edges represent a weighted relation between two genes.
The graphGmay also be represented by a P×P positively
weighted adjacency matrix that we denote byW.
The matrix W is further normalized, leading to the








i.e., each normalized value in S is obtained by dividing the
weights by the square root of the sum over all rows and
columns.
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Network centrality measures characterize each vertex
in a network, creating a ranking of the most relevant
ones [23]. Research on this topic emerged in the 1950s
on the role of central vertices in social networks [24–26].
Different metrics have been proposed in the literature.
These typically use network topology to define a function
that determines a measure for vertex yi. Among the pro-
posed methods to classify important vertices are degree,
betweenness and closeness centrality, briefly described
below and illustrated in Fig. 1, where the size and color
of a vertex reflect the importance of the vertex for each
method.
In the Results Section, all these measures will be tested
on real datasets in order to choose the best ones to be
integrated in the proposed regularizer.
Degree centrality
The degree of a vertex is the number of its adjacent ver-
tices. Vertices with a high degree are called hubs and may
bridge the path between other low degree vertices in the
network keeping the network diameter low. The simplest
description of network centrality based on the degree of
a vertex was first presented by Nieminem [27] and counts





where aij = 1 if vertices yi and yj are connected and aij = 0
otherwise.
Extensions of this definition to include weighted net-
works have been proposed, where the values sij represent
the normalized weight of the connecting edge instead of a





Methods to determine the centrality of a vertex are
local, since they are functions of the neighborhood of yi,
therefore not taking into account global properties. For
a comparison of multiple networks, this value should be
normalized by the total number of vertices [23].
Betweenness centrality
The betweenness centrality Bi is equal to the frequency
of the presence of vertex yi in the shortest paths between
every two vertices (yj, yk) in the network, i = j = k.
This will rank vertices by their importance on the com-
munication flow of the network. It may be used to identify
possible bottlenecks or relevant regulators of the network.









where gjk is the number of shortest paths between yj and
yk and gjk(yi) is the number of shortest paths that include
vertex yi. Computation of this metric for dense graphs can
be done in (|V |3) time and for sparse graphs in O(|V |2 ·
log(|V |) + |V | · |E|) time.
Closeness centrality
The idea that the centrality of a vertex is related to its con-
nectivity in the network was suggested by [24, 25]. This
measure, denoted by C, is based on calculating, for each
vertex yi, its distance gji to every vertex yj, j = i, in the net-
work, defined as the length of the corresponding shortest





The rationale is that the more central vertices have
lower total distances from all other vertices. This measure
requires that the graph is connected, as two disconnected
vertices are at an infinite distance from one another.
Gene networks
In order to apply a network-based regularizer, two types
of gene networks will be used: 1) Gene Co-expression
Networks (GCN); and 2) Gene Functional Maps (GFM).
Both networks consider genes as vertices and the weight
of each edge corresponds to the association between the
connected genes, which can be the correlation between
gene expression or functional annotation.
Fig. 1 Centrality measures
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A gene co-expression network (GCN) is specific for
each dataset and is generated using the ranking of
Pearson’s correlation coefficients between gene gi and gj,
for all genes in the dataset [30]. The resulting matrixM, is
given byM−1ij = rij · rji, where rij is the position of gene gj
in the correlation ranking of gene gi.
A gene functional map (GFM) describes the functional
activity and corresponds to an interaction network that
includes information from ∼ 30, 000 genome-scale exper-
iments and ∼ 25, 000 human genes. It was built using
a regularized Bayesian integration system proposed by
Huttenhower and colleagues [31] and is available at http://
giant.princeton.edu/. Each edge between two genes is
probabilistically weighted based on experimental evidence
which integrates many different datasets. The functional
map used in the present work includes 7562 genes inferred
from experiments using ovarian cells.
Cox proportional hazards model
Given D = ((X1,Y1, δ1), · · · , (Xn,Yn, δn)), where Xi, i =
1, . . . , n is the gene expression profile of n patients over
P genes, X′i = (Xi1, · · · ,XiP), Y is the response variable
that indicates the survival time for patient i and δi is an
indicator of whether patient i has observed the event (δi =
1) or not (δi = 0). The hazard function for a patient given
his expression profile is given by:
h(t|X i) = h0(t) exp(X ′iβ), (5)
where β = (β1, · · · ,βP) is a vector of regression coef-
ficients and h0(t) is the baseline hazard function. The





















One of the most used estimators for the baseline hazard




The partial likelihood and the Breslow estimator are
induced by the total log-likelihood:















The inference of the optimal coefficients βˆ is done by
maximizing the total log-likelihood in two steps, alternat-
ing between maximizing with respect to β and updating
the h0(t) estimation (in Eq. 7).
Regularized Cox regression
When the number of gene features P is much larger than
the observations n (n  P), the estimation procedure
exhibits identifiability problems. In fact, applying the stan-
dard Cox proportional hazard model to infer parameters
will lead to multiple possible solutions with a large num-
ber of non-zero parameters, which severely hampers the
classification of new observations.
LASSO and RIDGE regression
Strategies that can be used to minimize this problem
include the application of L1 and L2 norms, in order to
restrict the solution space, in particular imposing sparsity
and small coefficients for the parameters [5, 6, 33]. This
can be done by penalizing the total log-likelihood with a
weighted sum of the L1 and L2 norms, a method called
elastic net [6]:














where λ is the parameter controlling the penalizing weight
and α the balance between the two norms. In particular,
α = 0 leads to the RIDGE regression and when α = 1,
LASSO regression is obtained.
The R package “glmnet” [11] was used to estimate the
coefficients with this type of regularizer.
NET-COX regression
In the NET-COX model previously proposed [14], a
Laplacianmatrix constraint is introduced as a smoothness
operator among adjacent coefficients in the network. This
operator adds a cost, for every pair of genes connected
by an edge, which is proportional to the edge weight and
the difference between their coefficients. This hypothesis
determines that genes that are connected should be cor-
related. This implies that the coefficients of the features
related to the genes should be similar, i.e., vary smoothly
through the network.








= β ′(I − S)β
= β ′Lβ ,
(11)
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where L is a positive semidefinite matrix derived from the
network. The the full model of NET-COX is based on:






log(h0(ti)) + X ′iβ
]}
− 12λβ
′ ((1 − α)L + αI) β ,
(12)
where λ is a parameter that controls the penalizing weight
of the regularizer and α is the parameter that weights the
two penalizations.
DEGREECOX regression
The function proposed in DEGREECOX combines the total
log-likelihood of Cox regression with degree regulariza-
tion. As previously, the total log-likelihood is calcuted
using the Breslow estimator (Eq. 8). The novelty is the
introduction of a penalizing term that conveys a ver-
tex centrality information of the subjacent network. To
this purpose, both Gene Co-expression Networks (GCN)
and Gene Functional Maps (GFM) are used in order to
extract the corresponding vertex centrality information.
More specifically, each of the different network centrality
measures is tested for each of the two networks.
More formally, we introduce a network degree-based
constraint to the Cox model that uses the function ϒ(β)




β2i dii = β ′Dβ . (13)
where D is a diagonal matrix with D−1ii =
∑p
j=1 sij, i.e., the
inverse of the vertex weighted degree.
Figure 2 illustrates this measure, that will be used in the
DEGREECOX method.
When adding the constraint to the Cox model, we get
the full likelihood as follows:












This model adds a cost for each gene/vertex that
increases as its coefficient βi increases, but is also
inversely proportional to how well connected that vertex
is in the graph, given by its degree. Thus, the objective
function drives the assignment of larger coefficients to
genes that are highly connected in the network. The ratio-
nale behind the application of this regularizer is then to
identify a set of genes that not only predicts the survival,
but that also has a relevant role in the underlying network.
Results and discussion
In the following experiments, the DEGREECOX, NET-COX,
LASSO and RIDGE models were applied to ovarian can-
cer gene expression datasets. The experiments ran with
multiple parameter values, which were selected using
the same cross-validation technique as described in [14].
The selected models were then evaluated by comparing
the prognostic risk of each patient in the sample, the
obtained clustering in high and low risk groups based on
Kaplan-Meier estimators [34] and log-rank tests. Anal-
ysis of the deviance residues [35] and the concordance
c-index of the selected models [36] is also presented for all
combinations of datasets and methods.
Datasets and networks
The three datasets used in these experiments, here-
after named Bonome, TCGA and Tothill, are publicly
available from three independent ovarian cancer studies
[20–22]. All three contain gene expression data and sur-
vival follow-up times for each patient in the study. The
Fig. 2 DEGREECOX network regularizer
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datasets were obtained from the HG-U133A platform and
the raw files were normalized using the Robust Multichip
Average (RMA) preprocessing methodology.
The Bonome dataset comprises the follow-up time, sur-
vival status and microarray gene expressions for 185
patients. The microarray data contain 12,442 gene expres-
sion levels [21]. The TCGA dataset comprises the follow-
up time, survival status and microarray gene expression of
517 patients and the microarray data contain 12,042 gene
expression levels [20]. The Tothill dataset also comprises
the follow-up time, survival status and microarray gene
expression of 278 patients and 19,816 gene expression lev-
els [22]. These three datasets have 6,965 genes in common
that were therefore adopted for all the experiments using
the Gene Co-expression Network. The same number of
genes are present in the Gene Functional Network, which
will be considered the benchmark to determine and con-
firm the weighted degree as the best centrality measure to
be used in DEGREECOX.
High edge weights imply a strong connection between
the corresponding genes/vertices. This is desirable for
centrality measures such as the weighted degree. How-
ever, for the betweenness and closeness centrality mea-
sures, this would lead to more highly connected vertices
having lower betweenness, since they will not be
present in the shortest paths. In order to include these
strongly connected vertices, the following transformation







In order to choose the most adequate centrality mea-
sure for the regularization, several tests where performed
regarding the topological and connectivity properties of
each network. The Gene Co-expression Networks and
Gene Functional Networks have an edge between any
pair of genes and, as a consequence, the diameter of the
networks is 1, making the centrality metrics based on
shortest paths or unweighted degree uninformative. In
order to tackle this problem, the original networks were
split into sub-networks by ranking the edges on their
weight and removing them if sij was below a given thresh-
old. By working with both the full network and smaller
sub-networks, we can attempt to better understand their
structure.
The full network had 28,588,141 edges and was progres-
sively reduced using this method, by applying a threshold
that varied between 0 (full network) and 1 (fully discon-
nected). Each sub-network was then studied in terms of
its diameter, power law distribution and, for a ranking of
the vertices, according to their degree, weighted degree,
betweenness and closeness centrality measures.
In Fig. 3, we show how varying this threshold affects the
top ranking genes for the centrality measures described
and the total number of edges kept.
Two criteria for selecting the best centrality measure are
evaluated: 1) observing which metric better overlaps the
top ranking genes across metrics can help identify a good
candidate to test the proposed regularization method; and
2) looking into how rankings change for eachmetric as the
number of edges is reduced should also give insight into
the best candidate.
For the first criterion, we take the 1,000 top-ranking
genes over the studied metrics and analyse their overlap.
While the weighted degree and closeness have 90% of
common genes, the betweenness overlaps with less than
45% of either the closeness or weighted degree. We can
assess that the weighted degree and closeness hold similar
information as they value vertices that are well connected
in the network, locally for the first one and globally for
the latter. It is interesting how a local measure such as the
degree of a vertex gives similar results as when using a
global measure as is the closeness.
Fig. 3 Comparison of the fraction of top-ranked genes calculated for starting networks for the centrality metrics analized: a weighted degree,
b betweenness and c closeness. Sub-network properties obtained by removing edges from the starting network
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The second criterion is studied in Fig. 3, which denotes
the percentage of top-ranking genes that are kept with dif-
ferent measures as edges are being removed. A ranking
of the top 200 genes was calculated for all sub-networks
(represented in the x-axis). Each line denotes a differ-
ent starting network and shows the fraction of the top-
ranked genes that are kept as edges are removed. The
data shown in Fig. 3 indicate that the betweenness cen-
trality does not perform well with the full graph or big
sub-networks as the overlap deteriorates quite fast. On the
other hand, weighted degree and closeness show that the
top-ranking genes are mostly kept while removing edges,
until reaching a critical point near the sub-network with
1,000 edges.
Combining all information, we decided to choose
weighted degree as the network-based regularizer to be
used (DEGREECOX). It combines local and global informa-
tion on the network due to its similarity with the closeness
measure. The degree is more robust and predictable on
the impact of edge removal as well as it is cheaper to
compute.
Performance evaluation of the Cox models
With the best candidate metric selected, experiments
were carried out with DEGREECOX using the weighted
degree of the network and compared against three exist-
ing models: NET-COX, LASSO and RIDGE. The latter
two are sub-cases of the elastic net with regularization
parameters α = 1 and α = 0, respectively. The other
parameters for the models were selected using five-fold
cross-validation, following the same procedure previously
used [14].
In the cross-validation procedure, the dataset is parti-
tioned in 5 different folds, where four of them are used in
model training to find the model’s coefficients (βˆ(−i)λα ) and
the i-th set is left out. This procedure is performed 5 times
for each (λ,α) parameter combination, or (λ), depending
on the model. The test itself will determine the parame-
ters that best fit the training data and perform best to new
unseen data. This is done by maximizing the partial like-
















Three different analytical methods were used to eval-
uate the models: the root mean squared error (RMSE);
the concordance index (c-index); and the Kaplan-Meier
estimator.
The residuals used to calculate the RMSE were the
deviance residuals [37], that calculate the difference
between the log-likelihood (Eq. 6) for each individual in
the dataset using the global inferred model (βˆ) and a
saturated, or full model, (β˙). The saturatedmodel is a per-
fect fit for the data, as the β coefficients are allowed to
be different for each individual. This residual is centered
in zero and can be regarded as the generalization of the
residual sum of squares [37]:
resDeviance = −2 log(l(βˆ)) − log(l(β˙)). (17)
The concordance c-index [38] is a relative measure that
will assess all permissible pairs of individuals in the sam-
ple and compare if their survival time is in line with the
hazard relative risk. Pairs where both individuals are cen-
sored or when only one is censored and has a shorter time
than the uncensored are not considered valid. The algo-
rithm increases a concordance count by 1 with every pair
that is in one of three cases: (a) individual with higher
risk has shorter survival time; (b) hazard risks and survival
time are the same; (c) one individual is censored and has
a lower risk. Otherwise the count is increased by 0.5. The
c-index is calculated by dividing the count by the number
of permissible pairs [38].
The Kaplan-Meier estimator [34] is a non-parametric
method that estimates the survival function, providing
information, at any time point in the data, about the frac-
tion of individuals where the event did not occur. It allows
for right censored data and, when calculated for two dif-
ferent groups, we use the log-rank test [39] to compare
survival distributions.
In order to test the predictability of the models the fol-
lowing procedure was used: find the best parameters for
a training dataset using 5-fold cross validation and then
test on the same dataset and 2 others. For example train
a model with Bonome to test with the TCGA and Tothill
dataset.
The results obtained are summarized in Tables 1 and 2
to assess the generalization capability of the methods with
new data and how it fits with the training set.
We observe that DEGREECOX, NET-COX and RIDGE
regression perform very similarly across all three evalua-
tionmeasurements. Regarding the deviances, asmeasured
by RSME, we can conclude that network information
improves the results in all the datasets except for TCGA
tested on TCGA, where RIDGE achieves lower deviances.
For the Bonome and Tothill datasets, DEGREECOX has
the best results. When using cross-testing, NET-COX has
the best results for the Bonome and Tothill datasets and
DEGREECOX for the TCGA dataset. NET-COX determines
a very good model using the Tothill dataset as train-
ing, but then alternates with RIDGE and DEGREECOX
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on the other datasets. Such similar results are expected,
as both NET-COX and DEGREECOX use the same addi-
tional information, namely the GCN and GFM net-
works. The small difference in the results could be
explained by how the networks are being used. While
NET-COX takes the weighted edges of every two genes,
DEGREECOX takes the sum for every vertex losing
some detail in the process. However, this does not
seem relevant as the difference in the deviance is not
significant.
To further evaluate how these accuracy measures vary,
we assessed the distribution of the residuals for the
different methods. In Fig. 4, we show a typical result
obtained when applying the four studied models on the
TCGA/Bonome example. This illustrates that all the resid-
uals exhibit a bimodal distribution. However DEGREECOX
leads to a smaller variance and LASSO presents the highest
dispersion of RMSE values.
The results are slightly different when observing
the concordance c-index. The results of RIDGE are
consistently better than those of both NET-COX and
DEGREECOX. Although the difference is small, at most
of 2%, between the models. LASSO continues to perform
worse than the othermodels with this evaluationmeasure.
Finally, the comparison between the methods involved
the evaluation of their potential to correctly classify
patients accordingly to their survival risks. This was per-
formed by dividing the samples into two groups, high
and low risk individuals, based on each individuals’ esti-
mated hazard function and using a given (optimal) thresh-
old. This value, called prognostic index (PI), is estimated,
for each model, by choosing the threshold for PIn =∑P
i=1 Xi,n · βi that leads to the lowest p-value, as assessed
by the log-rank test.
We stratified the patients as in the NET-COX proposal
(Zhang et al. 2013), by assigning those with the lowest
40% PI to the low-risk group, and the top 40% PI to the
















DegreeCox rmse = 1.2367083
      NetCox  rmse = 1.3513747
          Ridge rmse = 1.3755335
          Lasso rmse = 1.7419194
Fig. 4 Residuals when models are trained with the correlation
network and TCGA dataset and tested with the Bonome dataset
high-risk group. The results obtained by using a 50%-50%
stratification are also reported since they correspond to a
less favorable partition of the patients, by including those
with intermediate risks. Then, the Kaplan-Meier curves
are estimated (Fig. 5) and log-rank tests performed, all
available as Additional file 1.
The analysis was done for each model and shows that
when testing with the Bonome and TCGA datasets, there
is a statistically significant difference between the sur-
vival functions of the two groups across all models. The
dataset that had the worst separation was the Tothill one,
as LASSO and RIDGE perform in a similar way to the
other methods up until month 30, which can be seen
in Fig. 5c and d. Afterwards, both curves start to con-
verge to each other. This observation is coherent with
the p-value results of the log-rank test in Table 2. This
result in particular shows that enriching the models with
network-based information can lead to better predictive
models.
When measuring the separation between two groups by
assessing the p-value of the log-rank test, there is a slight
improvement in the results of DEGREECOX for the 50%-
50% partition over the top 40%-lower 40% case (where
20% of the observations are excluded), which might indi-
cate a better performance in the presence of noisy infor-
mation. This will be further explored in the future. For
the 50%-50% partition and considering the log-rank tests,
RIDGE regression achieves the lowest p-values in half of
the tests. Comparing the methods that use network infor-
mation in this experimental setting, DEGREECOX achieves
better results than NET-COX for the majority of the com-
binations (except for Tothill training and testing on in the
TCGA).
The separation of high and low risk patients is sta-
tistically significant although it could be improved by
adding as variables to the model physiological character-
istics, such as tumour stage, age groups, ethnicities or
gender. These are not currently included, as proposing
a new classifier is out of the scope of the present work,
that instead, introduces a new regularization model that
requires further research.
The results obtained in this study for the NET-
COX model are comparable with those of the origi-
nal paper [14] using all the genes (see the Additional
file 1). The obtained p-value results are of the same
order of magnitude between both experiments, with the
small differences being explained by differences in the
pre-processing.
Although none of the methods seems to perform better
in all situations, we can conclude that including network
information does not deteriorate the accuracy and can
provide better interpretability of the obtained Cox sur-
vival models, which will be further explored in future
work.
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Fig. 5 Kaplan-Meier curves for high vs. low risk groups with the model learnt from the TCGA dataset and tested on Bonome (a and b) and Tothill
(c and d). When a death event occurs for an individual, the cumulative survival decreases
Conclusions
We proposed DEGREECOX, a novel method to estimate
survival models using network-based regularization. The
results show that DEGREECOX consistently performs as
well as NET-COX and RIDGE in all scenarios and with
better results against LASSO. The evaluation was per-
formed using deviance residuals and the log-rank test
of the Kaplan-Meier estimator for two different groups,
high risk and low risk individuals, and this is somewhat
expected as all three methods are based on the same
norm.
These methods show promising results, and possible
extensions can include more topological and network
measures. Other models beyond Cox can also be eas-
ily integrated in this framework. The analysis of different
types of network properties can also be tested further, and
combining different regularizers may lead to an improve-
ment of the classification accuracy.
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